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We prove a non-commutative version of the Bochner-Lichnerowicz-Weitzen- 
bock formula for the Bochner Laplacian acting on sections of a C*-algebra bundle 
or of a real Euclidean bundle provided with a suitable connection. We then use it 
to obtain a lower bound on the spectrum in terms of uniform or Lp bounds on the 
curvature and current of the connection. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. I~~R00ucT10N 
Let 2I be a real finite-dimensional C*-algebra bundle over a compact 
Riemannian manifold M of dimension II, and let 91z, be provided smoothly 
with a normalized trace which is invariant under the full automorphism 
group of 21z,. Then we can defined the non-commutative Lp spaces of ‘3 by 
putting 
IlfI::=S, tr,C(f*f P”‘ldx, 
where f is a measurable section of Cu. It is straightforward tocheck that the 
space Cm(%) of smooth sections is dense in Lp('21) for all 1 <pc co, and 
that L"(2l) is a von Neumann algebra with finite trace. The centre of the 
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C*-algebra Co(%) of continuous sections contains the commutative 
algebra C”(M x R) of continuous real-valued functions on M. 
Now let V be a connection on cir, so that V, f lies in Cm(%) for all 
smooth vector fields X and all f E Cm(%). If cp E C”(Mx R) then we have 
We also suppose that V respects the C*-algebra nd Euclidean structures 
on ‘3 so that 
vAf*)=(v,f)* 
v,(fg)=(V,f)g+f(Vxg) 
x<f, g> = Pxs, g> + <A vxg>, 
where (f, g) = tr(fg*) for all X, f; g. 
The Bochner Laplacian B of the connection is defined in local coor- 
dinates by 
B= -v*g”vj 
= g” vi v, - g”T; v,, 
where Vi denotes the covariant derivative with respect o the coordinate 
vector field Xi. Here and elsewhere we shall make free use of the summa- 
tion convention for any repeated indices. The operator H= -82 0 is 
essentially self-adjoint o  Cm(21) and we have shown in [7] that e-“’ is 
a completely positive one-parameter semigroup on C”(21) which is a con- 
traction for all the Lp norms. Thus ePH’ is a non-commutative symmetric 
Markov semigroup. 
Our first goal in this paper is to prove a non-commutative 
Bochner-Lichnerowicz-Weitzenbock (BLW) formula for B. This formula is 
more complicated than the scalar one since it involves the curvature and 
current of the connection. We then use the formula to obtain a lower 
bound on the spectrum of -B, where B is a Bochner Laplacian acting on 
a Euclidean vector bundle which has no non-vanishing sections. The lower 
bound is proved in two forms, first in terms of uniform bounds on the 
curvature and current, and second for Yang-Mills connections in terms of 
an Lp bound on the curvature, where p > n/2. We finally discuss the case 
p=n/2, for which no such results exist. 
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2. THE BLW FORMULA 
Our proof of the BLW formula is modelled upon that of Bakry and 
Emery [ 1, 21, but takes into account the non-commutativity of the bundle 
a. We start by putting 
m g) = f iWf!T) - (Bf) g -fum. 
LEMMA 1. r is a bilinear map from Cm(%) x Cm(21) to Cm(%) such 
that 
w*, f) 2 0 
for all sections f of 2L 





= gqv, f )(Vj g). 
At each point x the matrix gi is non-negative, so there is a spectral decom- 
position 
8: = 1 ~or,xa~,xa~,x, 
where I,, 3 0 for all a. Therefore 
gk(Vif *)x (vjf )x = 1 Aor,x(aL,x vif )* (al,,x vjf) 
a 
2 0. 
The second covariant derivative 
V,Yf =vxvYf-VVxYf 
is tensorial in X and Y. Therefore we may define a bilinear map 
Hess2: C~(‘%) x Cm(rU) + Cm(%) 
by the formula 
Hess2(f, g) = g”gk’(Vi,,f )(Vj,, gh 
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where Vi,j denotes the second covariant derivative with respect o the pair 
of coordinate vector fields Xi and Xi. 
LEMMA 2. One has 
He.d(f*, f) 2 i (Bf)* (Bf) 
for all smooth sections f of 2I. 
Prooj We verify this at each point x of A4 by taking local coordinates 
which are normal at x so that ri = 0 and g” = 6” at x. Then 
HesS2(f*, f) = (V,f)* (V,f) 
2 C Piif)* Piif) 
by virtue of the inequality 
which holds in any C*-algebra. 
We define the Ricci tensor as a bilinear map taking values in Cco(91) by 
means of the formula 
Ric(Vf Vg) = R”(Vi f )(Vj 8). 
It is elementary that if the scalar Ricci tensor satisfies Ric, > cg for all 
XEM, then 
RicWf*,Vf)>cQf*,f) 
for all smooth sections$ 
The central point of the BLW formula is a direct computation of the 
quantity 
r2ut g) = $fUf, g,) - $Wf, g) - tw &?). 
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We evaluate this at a point x of M by taking x to be the origin of a normal 
local coordinate system. At the point x we have 
B{ RL g)> = vi vi{ gjk(vjf)(vk g)} 
= (aii Sjk)(vjf)(vk g) + vi vi {Cvjf)Cvj g)> 
= - (airi,i + air;)(Vjf)(vk g) + (Vi Vi Vjf)(Vj g) 
+ 2(vi vjf)(vi vj ST) + (vjf)(vi vi vj g). 
Also 
with a similar formula for r(f, Bg). We have thus proved the following. 
LEMMA 3. We have 
fA.L g) = Hess*(f, g) + Ric(Vf Vg) + Rem, 
where 
2 Rem = (Vi Vi Vj f )(Vj g) + (Vj f )(Vi Vi Vj g) 
-(vjvivif)(vj~)-(vjf)(vjvivi~) (2.1) 
at the origin of normal coordinates. 
We next deal with the remainder. The curvature is given by 
Kx.f =VxV,f-VJxf+x,,qf 
and its covariant derivative 
L x, r,zf = (VXKY,, - +y,z - Ky,vXz - KJx)f 
is tensorial in all four variables. The current is defined as the contraction 
Thus V is Yang-Mills if and only if the current vanishes identically, where 
by Yang-Mills we mean simply that the connection V is a local extremum 
of the Yang-Mills functional. We can now state our non-commutative 
BLW formula. 
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THEOREM 4. Zff, g E C “@I) then 
r2(f, g) = Hess*(f, g) + WVf, Vg) 
+ Conn(VS, Vg) + Curr(f, g), 
where Conn and Curr are bilinear maps taking values in C “(2I) and defined 
by 
and 
Conn(Vf, vg) = g”gk’(K,k Vjf)(V, g) 
+ 8gk’(V,f)(K~,kVj g) 
Curr(f, d = - t gk’tMkf)tv, d - 4 gk’%f)(Mk d? 
where the subscript istands for the coordinate vector field Xi as usual. 
Proof: Since all the terms are tensorial we need only evaluate Conn and 
Curr at the origin of normal local coordinates. At such a point 
ConOf, VET) = (Vi9 Vkl vif)(vk g) + (Vkf)(CV,9 Vkl vi !?I. 
Also 
so 
2 Curr(f, g) = (Vi9 Cvj, vil If )Pjg) 
- Fjf )(Cvi9 Cvj, vil 1 g). 
A direct evaluation ow establishes that 
Conn(Vf, Vg) + Curr(f, g) = Rem, 
where Rem is defined by (2.1), and this completes the proof. 
We now specialize the above results. Let V be a connection on a real 
vector bundle 8 over M which respects a given Euclidean structure on 8’. 
Let 9I be the Clifford algebra bundle over d for the given inner product as 
constructed in [7] with the choice E = + 1, and let V also denote the 
induced connection on ‘3. If f is a smooth section of 8 then f is also a 
smooth self-adjoint section of ‘?I with 
fW2 = Ilf(x)ll: 1 
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for all x E M. For such a section one may see that all of the above bilinear 
maps have values in the subalgebra C”(Mx [w) of the center of C”(‘%). 
More precisely, ifwe take XE A4 to be the origin of local normal coor- 
dinates, then at x one has 
m f) = Ivfl:? 
Hess*(f, f) = C 1Vi.j flG, 
r*tf, “f-1 = ;i4?tl:) - (VBf), Vf>, 
Ric(Vf, Vf) = RG(Vif, Vj f >, 
conn(V~Vf)=2(Ki,ivif,vif>, 
Curr(.L g)= - (M,f,Vif). 
THEOREM 5. If V is a connection respecting the structure of a real 
Euclidean bundle d then for any smooth section f of d we have 
at the origin of normal coordinates. 
Next let IX(X) be the smallest eigenvalue of Ric at x E A4, and let /I(x) and 
y(x) be the operator norms of 2K and M, respectively. By combining 
Theorem 5 with Lemma 2 we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 6. We have 
$w)- (W!f),Vf > 
>HWf)*+(a-b) IVf 1*-y If I IVf I 
A!fl’+(~-B) IVfl’-Y Ifl IVfl n 
for all smooth sections f of 8. 
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3. A LOWER BOUND ON THE SPECTRUM OF THE LAPLACIAN 
In this section we suppose that V is a connection respecting the structure 
of a real Euclidean bundle B over a compact Riemannian manifold M. We 
write B for the associated Bochner Laplacian. We also suppose that d 
contains no trivial ine bundles, so that every smooth section vanishes 
somewhere. 
If u is an eigenfunction of -B with corresponding eigenvalue E then 
elliptic regularity theory implies that u is smooth. Since -B> 0 we must 
have E 2 0, and equality can only occur if u is absolutely parallel [7]. But 
this forces u to have constant length, which contradicts our assumption 
above that all sections vanish somewhere. 
The goal of this section is to obtain a positive lower bound to E, or 
equivalently to the spectrum of -B, in terms of geometric data about M 
and V. Our calculations below are motivated by those of Li and Yau [lo] 
for the scalar case. In the next section we study the same problem by 
another method. Since we shall be concerned here with pointwise calcula- 
tions, all of our estimates are expressed in terms of 
a0 = -min(a(x):xoM), 
PO = IlPll,~ Yo = IlYll,, 
where the functions a, B, y on M are those appearing in Corollary 6. 
If f is a section of d we will write IfI to denote its Euclidean length, so 
that IfI is a function on M, and reserve Ilfll, for the Lp norms defined 
globally by integrating over M. If 
and 
L(s)=(2 llu~~2,-s)-2 (3.1) 
k(x) = w4x)12) (3.2) 
then k is a positive C” function which satisfies 
~llull~4 Sk< lbll,” 
everywhere on M. 
LEMMA 7. We have 
(3.3) 
IMlm Gd IIWI,, (3.4) 
where d is the diameter of M. 
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Proof Let y be a minimal geodesic from a point a at with u(a) = 0 to 
a pointy at which lu(y)I = llulloc. 
Let 6 be the distance from y to the zero set of U. Then Ju( is non-zero 
and smooth in the ball of radius 6 centred at y. Let a be any point in this 
ball and y be the geodesic from y to a. Then 
MY)I - lu(a)l = JY (V I4 7’) A. a 
NOW X(u,u)=2 lul XluJ =2(V,u, u),<2 jV,uJ (uJ, so in the same ball, 
Iv I4 I G IW. Thus I lNy)I - b(a)1 I < js: IV4 ds < 6 llVullo3 <d IlVull~, 
and letting a approach the boundary gives the result. 
LEMMA 8. If g = k lVu12 takes its maximum value at x E M then 
IuI IVul < 2d IVuj= 
at x. 
Proof: By combining (3.3) and (3.4) we see that 
llW12 1 
Ilgllm 34* B 4d2 Ilull ‘,’ 
Therefore at x we have 
j+- lw=aw= Ilgll, a4d2 fUl12 
00 m 
so 
LEMMA 9. Zf g = k lVul2 takes its maximum at x E M then 
2kdk<3 (Vk(=+4k=(E+a, +/I0 +2y,d) 
at the point x. 
ProoJ: We take normal coordinates at the point x and use the 
maximum principle. This yields 
O=Xig=(X,k) IVul=+kX,(IVul=) 
= (Xik) IVul= + 2k(V&u, Vu) 
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from which we deduce 
jVk/* < 4k2 IHess u/* [Vu/ -*. 
Note that IVu] #O at the point where g takes its maximum value. The 
maximum principle together with Corollary 6 also yields 
O>dg>(dk) lVu12+2(Xjh)(Xi IVuj*) 
+ 2k{ (Hess uI* -t (V,u, Vi Bu) - a0 IVuj* - PO IVul* - y. Iu( [Vu1 }. 
By Lemma 8 and the formuia for X,g above this implies 
0 > (dk) [VU[ *+ 2(Xik)(Xi IVu[ *) 
+2k(~HessuJ2-(E+cro+~o+2yod)IVu12} 
= (dk) lVu12-2k-1 jVkl* lVul* 
+2k((Hessu(z-(E+ao+~o+2yod)(Vu/2) 
2 (dk) lVul*-2k-’ lVkl* IVul* 
+& IVkl* lVul*-2k(E+a, +flo +2y,d) IVul*. 
The lemma follows immediately. 
THEOREM 10. The eigenfunction u satisfies 
w412, ~22(3~+2) 1142,, 
where R = a,, + PO + 2y, d. 
Proof. The formulae (3.1) and (3.2) which define k imply that 
X,k = 2L’(u, V,u) 
and 
Ak = L”4 1 (y V,u)* + 2L’ IVU/~ + 2L’(u, Bu). 
Lemma 9 now implies that at the maximum point of g we have 
SLL” c (u, v,u)’ + 4LL’ /VU/~ - 4LL’E juj* 
(3.5) 
6 12(L’)* c (u, vju)2 + 4L*(E+ 2). 
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In all the above, L and its derivatives are to be evaluated at 1~1~. But 
8LL” = 12(L’)* and L’ > 0, so 
g=LlVu12<LElu12+L2(E+1)/L’ 
E bl* E+J. 
= (2 bll2, - Iul*)*+w lbll2, - 14’) 
Since this holds at the maximum point of g, it holds everywhere and we 
deduce that 
3E+A 
lW2 G (2 ll412, - lul’)’ 2 llull’, 
<2(3~+A) ii42, 
everywhere on M. 
If M has positive Ricci curvature, so that a0 c 0, and if /I,, and y0 are 
small enough, then we may have 1~ 0. The following corollary also deals 
with a few other cases. 
COROLLARY 11. If Ad* < 1 then 
Ed*>f(l -Ad*). 
Proof: By combining Lemma 7 and Theorem 10 we obtain 
IMI’, G 2d*W+ A) ll412, 
from which the corollary follows immediately. 
If Ad* 2 1, this corollary provides no information and we must pursue 
our analysis further. 
LEMMA 12. There exists afunction A of the form 
A(s) = a,eb’+ 
such that 
Ml m <eEd2 IA4-“* A(a,d*) I~u~~~. (3.6) 
Proof. By using a parabolic Harnack inequality of Li and Yau [6, 111, 
one finds that the scalar heat kernel of A4 satisfies 
0 < K(d*, x, y) < IMI -’ A(cr,d*). 
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See Lemma 17 below for the particular case a,, = 0 relevant o manifolds 
with non-negative Ricci curvature. It follows using [4, 7, 81 that 
Ju( = eEdZ leBd2u( 




ad*, XT Y) l4Y)I 4 
M 
< eEd2 WI 1’2 Ilm co ll4lz 
Note. One can obtain much better bounds on Jlu(I ~/~lullz for large E by 
similar methods, but we are concerned here with showing that E cannot be 
very small. 
Our main theorem compares E with the smallest non-zero eigenvalue E,, 
of the scalar Laplacian. For some manifolds M, E, can be directly com- 
puted, and there is a large literature concerning lower bounds on Es,. In 
particular Li and Yau [lo] obtain a lower bound of the form 
E,, d2 > a,, exp( - b,aA12d) 
when a,, 2 0. 
LEMMA 13. Zf we put u = IuI, where ([u/J2 = 1, then 
Proo$ Let U be the open set on which u is non-zero. v is smooth on 
U, and the argument of Lemma 7 shows 
IVUI < IVUI (3.7) 
at every point of U. Thus Vu is bounded on U, and it follows readily that 
the extension of Vu to all of A4 defined by setting it zero when u = 0 is a 
weak gradient of u, still satisfying (3.7) obviously. We deduce 
where (0, l)/lMl is the mean value of o on A.4. 
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We finally obtain a lower bound on 
ll+y: 
by using the facts that v is a continuous non-negative function on M such 
that I(vIJz = 1 and v(a) =0 for some UEM. Also (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) 
together imply 
\lVv(l’, < 2(3E+I)eZEd2 IMI -’ A(~r,d~)~. (3.8) 
LEMMA 14. If Ed2 < 1 then 
where 
r= {2(3d-2+~)e2A(a,d2)2}-‘/2 (3.9) 
and V(cc,, r) is the volume of the ball of radius r in the standard model of 
constant Ricci curvature - a,. 
Proof: Under the assumption of the lemma, (3.8) yields 
Since v vanishes at a E M we have 
I = ~lvll; < 1~1 llvll’, < WI d2 IIWI’, 
so 0 <r c d. The proof now breaks into two cases. If 
1 I(& l>l>/ 
WI 2 IMI 1’2 
then we let B denote the ball with centre a and radius r/4. A theorem of 
Gromov [3] states that 
PI V(Q~, f-/4) 
IMJ2 Tao, 4 ’ 
Moreover x E B implies 
1 
IV(X)l G IIWI o. r/4 d 4 lMI 1,2. 
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Therefore 
so the lemma follows. 
We next assume that 
Since 
there exists a point be A4 at which Iv(b)1 2 (MI-1’2. We now let B denote 




follows as before. 
THEOREM 15. Either Ed* > 1 or 
E> E ‘(%P d4) 
’ ‘= 16V(a0, d)’ 
(3.10) 
where r is given by (3.9). 
Proof One simply combines Lemmas 13 and 14. 
COROLLARY 16. Zf A4 has non-negatiue Ricci curvature then there exists 
c, > 0 such that 
Ed*>c,Jl +fiod2+Yod3)-n’2. 
Proof: If rxO = 0 then ES, 2 n2/4d2 by [lo] and V(0, r) = crlrfl. Thus 
(3.10) becomes 
(3.11) 
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Also (3.9) yields 
r= c,.* d(3 + id*)--‘*, 
where I = /$, + yOd. The corollary follows by substituting these values into 
(3.11). Note that one puts c, < 1 so that the case Ed* > 1 is included. 
4. Lp BOUNDS ON THE CURVATURE 
In Section 3 we obtained a lower bound on the spectrum of -B in terms 
of a lower bound on the Ricci curvature and bounds on the L” norms of 
the curvature and current. In this section we attempt to do the same in 
terms of Lp norms. Results of K. Uhlenbeck [12, 131 suggest that this 
might be possible for p > n/2, and this is what we prove below. In the next 
section we consider the self-dual Yang-Mills equation on S4, to show that 
no such results can hold for p = n/2. For the sake of simplicity we do not 
consider the most general case. 
We suppose in this section that A4 is a compact Riemannian manifold of 
dimension n > 2 and diameter d, with non-negative Ricci curvature. We 
suppose that V is a Yang-Mills connection respecting the structure of a 
real Euclidean bundle 8 over M. We write B for the associated Bochner 
Laplacian, and suppose as before that 8’ contains no non-vanishing section. 
We let u be an eigenfunction f -B with corresponding eigenvalue E > 0, 
and seek a positive lower bound on E. 
Since V is Yang-Mills, the current is zero, and Corollary 6 applies with 
c1= 0 and y = 0. We fix p with n/2 < p < co and wish to express our lower 
bound in terms of the Lp norm of b and other geometric invariants of M. 
We shall need some bounds involving the scalar Laplacian d. 
LEMMA 17. ZfO<t<cc then 
lleAY m,, <2 [MI-’ (1+d2/t)n’2. 
Proof: The parabolic Harnack inequality of Li and Yau [6, 1 l] states 
that the scalar heat kernel satisfies 
for all X, y, z E M and s, t > 0. Integrating over z E &f we obtain 
0 c z&( t, x, y) < IMI -I (1 + s/t)“‘2 ed2’4s 
and the lemma follows by putting s = d*. 
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LEMMA 18. Zf 1=n/2d2 then 
Ilee I’+ Atll m,l d Cl -nJ2 
for all O<t<co, where c=2 IA4-Id”. 
Proof: We have 
Ilee **+A’ll m,l ~2 IMI-‘(1 +d2/t)“‘2e-“’ 
= 2 J&f1 -l d"t-n/2{ (1 + t/d2)e-'@}n/2 
< 2 IMI -’ d”t-“‘2. 
We now put 
& = c2’“(1 - A), 8= $Jnv 9 
where V is some potential on M, and c, 1 are as in Lemma 18. Thus 
IleCBfIlC4 < 1 
for all O<t<co and l<q<co, and 
lle-~~‘ll m,l < tPi2 (4.1) 
for all t > 0 by Lemma 18. In our next proposition and everywhere 
afterwards, aiindicate constants which depend only upon n and our choice 
of p > n/2. 
PROPOSITION 19. There exists a constant a, such that 
I PI 6 al II ~llni2 & (4.2) 
in the sense of quadratic forms. 
ProoJ Varopoulos [6, 141 has shown that (4.1) is equivalent o a 
bound of the form 
IV-II :n,(n - 2) G 4 Ilfii”f II: (4.3) 
provided n > 2. We refer to [ 14, Theorem 2.4.51 for the more elementary 
equivalence of (4.2) and (4.3), with the same constant a,. 
LEMMA 20. Zf FE LP(M) then 
IpI && +a, IIP(J~/pl(b--n)IZ--nl(2P--n) 
as a quadratic form inequality for all 0 < 2-c a~. 
58OJ86/2- I3 
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Proof If BE Lp and 6 = (2~ - n)/n > 0 then 
(Ivl+qn,* = IIally. 
Also 
for all s>O and s>O, so 
IPI<& IF11+8+c(6)&-1’~ 
G&U1 11 a[\~‘” ilo + c(6)E-1’6. 
The lemma follows upon putting 
E= A(a, (1 vlltp’“)--‘. 
LEMMA 21. Zf vELp andO<t<w, then 
(leC(‘“+ ‘)tIJm,l <a,t-“I* exp(a, II 811~‘pl’2p--n)t}. 
Proof We prove this by the use of logarithmic Sobolev inequalities as
in [S]: an exposition of this subject is given in [6]. The bound (4.1) 
implies that 
s f’~~~f~&~f~+/%HIfIl:+IlfII:~%llfII* 
for all E > 0 and f > 0, where Do is the quadratic form associated with A, 
and 
p(E)= -ilog&. 
It follows using Lemma 20 that 
for all E > 0, 2 -C q -C co, and f > 0, where 
r(&, 4) =; p 
0 
f + Ea2 11 f7I~~pI’“-“’ q”““-“‘. 
The lemma follows by integrating this logarithmic Sobolev inequality inthe 
standard manner [S, 63. 
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We now return to the problem of estimating E from below. If the eigen- 
function ZJ is normalized by llull Z = 1 and we put f = IVul 2 then f 3 0 is a 
C” function with 11 f 1) i= E. Moreover Corollary 6 states that 
where /I(x) > 0 is a bound on the curvature of V at x E M. 
LEMMA 22. We have 
)I f )I o. < a5 [MI -I E{ 1 + Ed* + B2pl(2p--n)}n’2, 
where B is defined by 
B={& jM (d2j?)pj1’p. 
Proof Putting V= -2p we have 
(-A+ V)f<2Ef: 
Choosing 1 as in Lemma 18 we deduce that 
(f&, + 8) f < c~‘~(~S+ 2E)J: 
Hence 
(1+p(&+~))f~{l+pc2’“(~+2E))f 
for all p > 0 and 
O<f ,< {I +pc2”(A+2E)}{1 +p(& + F)}-‘1: 
Iterating this formula we deduce that 
O<f <exp{tc2’“(1+2E)} exp{ -(ii, + p)t}f: 
Lemma 21 now allows us to conclude that 
l/f/l, ~a,Et-“‘Zexp{tc2~“(A+2E)+a4 IIPII~‘Pl’2P--n)f}. 
(4.4) 
We now put 
t-’ = ~““(2 + 2E) + a4 11 81j$‘pl’2P--n) 
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to obtain 
llfll, da,eE(c2’“(I+2E)+a&4p’“‘2- IIv(Jy2p-“)}“‘2 
= a,ecE(1+ 2E+ u4C2’(2p--) (2/?11~‘(2p--n)}~‘2 
= 2u,e IA41 -’ E{n/2 + Ed2 
+ u4d2(2 (MI -1 &‘)2/(2P--n) ~~&$P/(2P--n)}~/2 
<a, J&f-‘E{l + Ed2+B2p’(2p-“)}“‘2, 
where B is defined by (4.4). 
THEOREM 23. There exists a constant u6 > 0 depending only upon n and 
p such that 
where B is given by (4.4). 
PROOF: By taking u6 < 1 we may assume for non-triviality that Ed2 G 1. 
We then have 
I= l~ull: G WI llull2, G WI d2 llWl2, 
= IM) d2 llfll m < u,Ed2(2 + B2p’(2p-“)}n’2 
<a,‘Ed2{1 + B}P”‘(2p--n). 
We finally comment that as p -+ 00, B converges to lld2/?11, = d2bo and 
np/(2p - n) converges to n/2, so this formula is compatible with 
Corollary 16, which does not however, require the connection to be of 
Yang-Mills type. 
5. YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS ON S4 
In this section we show that results of the type we have proved in the last 
section do not exist for p = n/2. We consider the self-dual Yang-Mills con- 
nections on S4 and refer the reader to Lawson [93 for a survey of the 
theory. We follow [9, p. 45-J for the description of the t’Hooft solutions. 
Let R4 be S4 minus a point at infinity inthe stereographic projection, so
that 
4dx4 
ds2= (1+ lxl2)2 ‘P 2 dx2. 
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We define the section f, E C,( R4) of the trivialized bundle iR4 x W by 
Then 




as LX + co. Thus given E > 0 there exists a> 0 such that 
s IK12<e IL12. I 
Now consider the ‘t Hooft connection 
where 1> 0. As I -+ 00 the curvature 2-form 
A2dx A & 
Ki = (A2+ (x(2)2 
becomes concentrated at infinity. Therefore 
and 
s Iwcc12<~ If,l’ I 
for large enough 1, depending upon a and E. This implies that the smallest 
eigenvalue EA of -B, satisfies 
lim E,=O 
% - cc 
410 
even though 
DAVIES AND ROTHAUS 
i 
IK”I; d vol = 87c2 
for all Iz > 0. This is consistent with Corollary 16 and Theorem 23 because 
II1y”llp -+ 03 as A+ co for all p > n/2 = 2, but shows that those theorems 
cannot be extended to include the case p = n/2. 
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